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The SEAMUS March 2019 concerts incentivized my research for developing a computer-human 
interaction performance system. I intend to create a tool that combines art and technology for 
extended artistic expression, which when fully realized, allows the artist to focus on the art of 
composition. Additionally, my long-established interest in poetry and exposure to the notion of 
score following prompted me to investigate interactive systems based upon speech recognition. 
Accordingly, I began developing a MaxMSP performance prototype system for use in the 
performance of text-based mediums in September 2019 - an application of speech recognition. 
For images and a video demo of the system prototype, see Appendix A.

As the performance system focuses on an application of speech recognition, it does not build a 
speech recognition engine in itself. Instead, the system accesses the speech-to-text engine built 
into Google Chrome (Chrome stt). Moreover, the focus of this prototype system will utilize 
Ableton Live 10 as its audio sampler. This prototype utilizes the following software and 
packages: MaxMSP, npm, socket.io, node.js, Ableton Live 10 Suite, and MaxforLive.

This report will include a summary of how the performance system works and its corresponding 
components. Essentially, a local server that accesses the Chrome stt engine is hosted with 
node.js. Consequently, the server displays a website that displays a transcription of the words 
heard from the respective audio input device on Chrome preferences. This website allows the 
user to affirm that the script and microphone are working. Through the use of web sockets with 
socket.io, the script can pass data to and from the client and server-side code. The script is 
programmed to send the client-side generated transcript to the server-side code. This transcript is 
then parsed and outputted out of the node.js object in MaxMSP. In MaxMSP, the received 
transcript is displayed in the MaxMSP console, ready to be used with a trigger word bank.

The trigger word bank is a cycling coll object, a populated list that contains user-determined 
trigger words of choice. These are words that the user uses to invoke certain events of their 
choosing in the performance. For example, the user may set the first and second trigger words in 
the list to be "tells" and "truth". The trigger word bank will then evaluate the incoming transcript 
against itself. If the incoming transcript says "tells", the list will output a bang in MaxMSP and 
the list will cycle to match for the next incoming word, "truth". Accordingly, if the incoming 
transcript says "truth", the list will output another bang, continue cycling through the list, and so 
forth. Other list functionality has also been incorporated where the user may skip through the list 
and start from the beginning for example.

Furthermore, I have programmed MaxMSP to speak to Ableton Live 10 through the use of 
original MaxforLive devices. This communication is complemented by my cue system, a 
component in my performance system. Each trigger word in the word bank contains a sub-

http://socket.io
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patcher with a generalized abstraction for cues. This cue abstraction can be configured by the 
user, who may set delay, track and clip parameters for impending use with Ableton Live 10. For 
example, when the wordbank outputs a bang to indicate a matched transcript, a udp port cue 
"tells 0 1 2 play" is sent out and received in three separate MaxforLive clip-launch devices. I 
have defined the formatting of this "tells 0 1 2 play" cue to define the respective elements: trigger 
word, cue delay time, Ableton Live track number, Ableton Live track clip number, and cue 
status. All three MaxforLive clip-launch devices receive the udp port cue message and are placed 
on each of the three different Ableton Live 10 MIDI/audio tracks. Each device is initialized to get 
its track number and evaluates the incoming udp port message to see if the incoming Ableton 
Live track number, "1", matches with its own. If it matches, the cue delay time, Ableton live 
track clip number and cue status are also processed. In this case, track 1 clip 2 would play with 
0ms delay.

Moreover, to generate an intuitive user interface, the performance system includes a cue system 
history. This is a coll object that stores each udp port send message as a list element. This can be 
accessed both in MaxMSP and in the MaxforLive clip-launch device. Additionally, I have 
created a shortened version of the entire cue list history that only shows the twelve most recent 
cues. The system incorporates this for use in a visible cue list display. In addition to this, the user 
may also invoke certain global transport start, stop, and stop all clips functionality through the 
use of another MaxforLive device.

As expected, latency is a cause for caution when building this system. For monitoring purposes, 
the performer may monitor from an audio interface such as the Universal Audio Apollo Twin, 
which allows for the use of DSP while maintaining minimal monitoring latency. Other 
miscellaneous functionalities of the system include the ability of a performer to use a MIDI 
controller to control a toggle. This toggle is a gate that allows for MaxMSP to stop or start 
receiving the incoming transcript.

The process of creating this system gave way to several challenges. Firstly, the justification for 
hosting a server was primarily motivated by the nature of the Chrome stt engine. The Chrome stt 
engine terminates after a duration of inactivity. Thus, the JavaScript incorporates a 
location.reload method for when this occurs. Moreover, reloading the website causes a 
microphone access prompt to appear. Hosting a local server allows the user to permanently allow 
microphone access on Chrome preferences, eliminating the inconvenience of constantly allowing 
access to the microphone. Secondly, this system prototype is currently limited in its 
improvisational capabilities. The Chrome stt engine does not always output the correct text, 
relies on a guessing mechanism, and thus outputs the incoming transcript multiple times. This 
guessing mechanism is fundamental and essential for the Chrome stt engine's accuracy, a 
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characteristic I must workaround. Accordingly, this is the reason for using a cycling trigger word 
bank list. By using a list with a planned list of words from the text to be performed, the double-
triggering issue that accompanies the Chrome stt engine is overcome. In the process of 
overcoming this, I have explored multiple different options such as using the onebang object in 
MaxMSP. However, I have found this cycling list solution to be the most elegant and accurate. 
Thirdly, matching the incoming transcript and trigger word bank required the need for parsing 
the incoming transcript. Word matching was not always accurate due to the letter casing and 
punctuation. Accordingly, the system parses the text in the server-side code and outputs four 
versions of the transcript as an array from the node.js object. The reason for using an array is 
because the node.js object in MaxMSP can only output one item at a time. Furthermore, I chose 
to parse the text in the server-side code because it is more efficient than MaxMSP's text-parsing 
capabilities. These four versions of the transcript are the following: 1. Transcript word by word, 
2. Transcript word by word no punctuation, 3. Transcript full-sentence, 4. Transcript full-
sentence no punctuation. Another benefit of this text parsing is that it solves another minute 
complication. This complication was that the node.js object in MaxMSP would arbitrarily output 
an <unknown> message instead of the incoming transcript at times. Regardless, the 'no 
punctuation' transcripts are processed in the trigger word bank and the unedited transcripts are 
displayed to remain intuitive to the user.

My plans with this system have halted since October 2019. However, I plan to continue 
developing this system in December 2019. I plan for this system to be used for more than simple 
Ableton Live 10 clip-launch purposes; I hope to incorporate more expressive functionality in the 
system. Additionally, I plan to optimize the user interface regarding the cue sub-patchers and 
abstractions attached to each trigger word. Instead of manually creating and patching the sub-
patchers and abstractions to each trigger word object, I plan to explore JavaScript scripting for 
dynamic patching. Finally, I look forward to elaborating on the system's website to display and 
send data beyond text. The system is currently capable of sending more than transcript data from 
client-side to server-side code and vice versa. For example, the system currently sends the 
incoming transcript from client-side to server-side code as an object with distinguishable IDs. 
The use of IDs allows me to differentiate the transcript from any other messages I may want to 
send through the respective web sockets in the future. Likewise, I plan to investigate pitch 
following and score following as additional system components. I recognize that MaxMSP 
already has several objects that may be appropriate for this: fzero~, follow, and detonate.

In summation, the creation of this prototype performance system provided me with the 
opportunity to begin my explorations of interactive computer-human systems. It allowed me the 
experience of planning and implementing the technical steps required after envisioning a project 
derived from my artistry. In retrospect, the development of this prototype and my envisioned 
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plan for this system has also accentuated the importance of artistic vision and practical uses of 
the system. Consequently, I look forward to continuing exploring how others and I would 
personally like to interact with my system whether that be for an individual performer, literature 
group-reading installation, or other related applications.  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Appendix A:

Prototype Demo Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAoT-DXeuZg

Figure 1: Local Hosted Server & Website Using Chrome STT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WAoT-DXeuZg
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Figure 2: MaxMSP Performance System: Trigger Word Bank and Cue List History  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Figure 3: MaxforLive Clip-Launch Device  


